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Knife Crime.
Operation Sceptre formed part of a national campaign aimed at reducing knife crime by targeting those
carrying weapons and disrupt the supply of knives available to use.
In all, 10 knives were seized by officers, 20 knives were recovered during 15 knife sweeps across the county
and a total of 370 knives were recorded in the knife surrender bins around Leicester, Leicestershire and
Rutland.
As part of the week, officers conducted a knife sweep in the New Parks area of Leicester and visited habitual
knife carriers across the city and county. Knife arches were deployed in several locations, including
Leicester and Loughborough train stations, working in connection with the British Transport Police
Officers conducted proactive patrols and a number of stop and search activity where appropriate and
supported local community colleges with anti-knife and drug events and were out on patrol alongside youth
workers.
Online, officers conducted digital knife crime awareness sessions, these were hosted virtually and attended
by 6,559 students and 322 professionals across 26 establishments.
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Community Consultation, #YouSaidWeDid
Please find updates from your local beat team in relation to the priorities you have raised via neighbourhood
link:
You said we did- Road Safety -We have been actively patrolling our key hot spots in the area what the residents
have highlighted through neighbourhood link. We recovered a vehicle from Enderby that was SORN but was still
on the highway. Your local beat team have seen an increase in speeding motor vehicles this month so
conducted a speeding operation which was very successful and dealt with a number of offending drivers.

You said we did- Anti Social Behaviour (ASB) - We have also been working very closing with the local schools
and showing presence during home time when the students are walking home ensuring they are all sticking to
the rule of 6 whilst lockdown restrictions were in place. After reviewing our neighbourhood link feedback you
has raised a number of concerns around the park on Bradgate close, Narborough. We also made an effort to go
and engage with all the children/students on the park educating them on and around ASB.
You said we did- Nuisance Motorcycle. - This month we received a number of calls regarding motorcycles
driving dangerously in build-up areas. We made this one of our priorities to go out on active patrols to monitor
the situation. Your local PC Morris has seized 2 motorcycles this month.
Beat Beat
Surgeries
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Neighbourhood Link – Have you signed up?
We want to encourage as many people as possible to sign up to our community messaging system,
Neighbourhood Link. You will receive regular emails keeping you up to date about local policing issues, good news
stories, crime prevention advice, witness appeals and local events.
It is very easy to do and free! Register at www.neighbourhoodlink.co.uk

We are always happy to hear from you. Please email us at
hinckelyandblaby.npa@leicestershire.pnn.police.uk or call 101.
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